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GRANNY FLATS, CABINS, & SMALL SPACE LIVING.
Those of us that prefer the smaller, less complicated things in life.

WHO CAN SMART SPACE LIVING HELP?

WORKING FROM HOME: In our ever changing working climate, more and more staff 
are being instructed to work from home with a need to find an area to do so effectively.

DOWNSIZERS: People transitioning to smaller dwellings with a need to maximising their 
living space.

SOLE TRADERS: Professionals that need a real workspace without trading it for functionality.

STUDENTS: School students as well as student accommodation.

GRANDPARENTS: Using a spare bedroom only occasionally when the grandchildren stay over.

SINGLE PARENTS: Having to juggle space requirements for the kids.

HOLIDAY ACCOMODATION: Utilisation of space to sleep more guests.

 HIGH-DENSITY LIVING: Units and apartments with space restrictions.

 AIRBNB’s: Enabling the ability to rent a room or space.

EVERYBODY: Looking to make better of use of their living space and to enhance their lifestyle.

ON SALE NOW
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR PRICING

If you’ve been forced to work from home, check with 
your financial advisor about possible tax concessions 

on our desk/shelf work from home range.

COMFORT
All of SMART SPACE LIVING’S beds, regardless 
of their dual purpose, come with the highest 
standard wooden slats, separating them from the 
traditional, yet uncomfortable sofa beds.

QUALITY
All of SMART SPACE LIVING’S beds include the 
highest quality struts to allow anybody to open 
and close the bed, quickly, easily and safely.

CONVENIENCE
With SMART SPACE LIVING’S beds, you don’t 
need to remove the items held on your desk and 
shelves to lower the bed, they stay safely where 
they were throughout the entire range of motion.



ABOUT OUR LIFESTYLE BEDS

What is your warranty period? 12 months from installation date.

Can I assemble and Install the LIFESTYLE BED myself? YES, while we recommend you use our SSL Contractor, you can assemble & 
install our LIFESTYLE BEDS yourself. Detailed instructions are provided with 
additional links to video. PLEASE NOTE: If beds are not professionally assembled 
and installed by an approved SSL Contractor, then all warranties are void.

Are the beds comfortable? YES, unlike a fold out sofa bed or futon, you are sleeping on a one piece solid 
bed frame with sprung slats and quality mattress.

Do the beds need to be fixed to a wall? YES, all of our vertical LIFESTYLE BEDS must be fixed/anchored to a wall. 
Instructions and hardware are provided.

Can the beds fall down or fly back up?  NO, our LIFESTYLE BEDS feature 4 x weighted gas struts which prevent the bed 
from falling quickly and assist when lifting the bed up.

If I move, can I take our bed with us? YES, but many people find leaving the LIFESTYLE BEDS and offering a multiuse 
room, helps add value when selling. Our LIFESTYLE BEDS can be disassembled, 
moved and reassembled at your new location, contact us for a quote. PLEASE 
NOTE: If Beds are not professionally disassembled and reassembled by an 
approved SSL Contractor, then all warranties are void.

Do the beds come with a mattress? YES, our standard pricing includes a quality pocket spring mattress. The gas struts 
have been weighted to match our bed frame and mattress weight.

Can I use my own mattress? NO, as the Gas Struts have been weighted to suit the specfications (weight 
and size) of the quality pocket spring mattress provided, our price includes 
specified mattress.

For all other queries and clarifications please contact Smart Space Living
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Phone. 1300 911 702

Email. lifestyle@smartspaceliving.com.au

Web. www.smartspaceliving.com.au


